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Voted in the Top 100 Wineries in the World for 2019 by

Wine & Spirits Magazine (3rd time in four years)

“Rocca di Montegrossi doesn't seem to get the attention

of some of its neighbours, but year after year Marco

Ricasoli-Firidolfi turns out impeccable, striking wines that

sit at the very top of the hierarchy in Chianti Classico

and Italy more broadly". ANTONIO GALLONI

A V A I L A B L E  W I N E S

Assorted vintages of

Gran Selezione 'San

Marcellino' flagship

Sangiovese

96 Points Cabernet

Merlot blend 'Geremia'

2015

Half Bottles & Magnums

Newly released Chianti

Classico 2018 & 2019

One off production of

Ridolfo bottled in

Magnum

DOP Olive Oil

https://stationtostationwine.ie/collections/rocca-di-montegrossi


The 2018 Chianti Classico opens with

a burst of sweet red berry fruit, spice

and wild flowers. Exuberant and racy,

the 2018 is endowed with tremendous

energy and tons of personality. Time in

the glass brings out the wine's inner

sweetness and radiance, with a

closing flourish of red flowers. This is a

fabulous wine for the money. Don't

miss it. 93 POINTS, VINOUS

A red with blackberries, black cherries

and hints of sliced dark mushrooms

that follow through to a medium body,

chewy tannins and a flavorful finish.

Some bark, too. Always a serious

Chianti Classico. 92 POINTS JAMES

SUCKLING

Chianti Classico 2018 
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There is never any shortage of

ecstatic praise for this wine. Vintage

after vintage, this wine comes up with

the goods. The question is never

whether to buy, but when to drink. We

are constantly suggesting that this is

the best ever vintage, but invariably it

is. You can tell a serious producer by

what they turn out in difficult vintages,

in 2014 RDM produced fabulous wines

while the rest of the region

experienced flatness and dilution as a

result of the cool and wet weather.

The run of waqrm vintages has suited

Marco Ricasoli too though as it

enhances the natural concentration

and deepness of his wines. His skill as

a winemaker is keeping a fresh line of

acidity in the wines.

It is great to have the 2018 and 2019

arrive together. 2018 is showing the

house style of deep concentration, an

authentic and traditional style. 2019 is

his most vibrantly acidic offering to

date and the chalky minerality means

it is difficult to know how it will

develop, but develop beautifully it

will. 

The half bottles of Rocca have always

performed beautifully. Halves mature

more quickly.

Chianti Classico 

Chianti Classico 2019

Owner Marco Ricasoli recalls the

harvest of 2019 as unusually calm -

one of the few in which he didn't have

to base his picking strategy on the

weather forecast. While his wines

never lack freshness, the 2019 is

positively racy! Scents of blackberry

and fennel are interlaced with smoke,

and the palate brings together

brambly fruit with fleshy red plum. This

is mouthfilling and clean, with ripe,

smooth tannins that are chalky

textured - plus all of that vibrant

acidity. 92 POINTS, DECANTER



"Geremia is outrageously

beautiful in 2016" 95 PTS

A rich, luscious 2015 with crushed

blackberries, blackcurrants, black

chocolate and some violet and

minerals. It’s medium-to full-bodied

with very polished, sleek tannins and a

long, chewy finish. Polished and

focused. Merlot and cabernet

sauvignon. Drink after 2022.

95 POINTS, JAMES SUCKLING

After suffering some heat stress in the

summer of 2015, Marco Ricasoli’s

merlot and cabernet sauvignon vines

enjoyed milder temperatures in

August. The result is a wine with plush

warmth balanced by freshness and

verve. Its impenetrable color aligns

with its deeply concentrated flavors,

the plum and black-currant notes

scented with licorice and warm

spices. 94 POINTS, WINE & SPRITS  

The 2016 Geremia is a total knock-

out. An exotic mélange of sweet dark

cherry, plum, chocolate, licorice,

spice and menthol races out of the

glass. The 2016 is deep, dense and

full of character. It is also easy to

drink with minimal cellaring. Merlot

and Cabernet Sauvignon work so well

here in the way they express richness

and structure, all with a real sense of

Tuscan raw power.  A. GALLONI
Winemaking Marco Ricasoli shows his wines.

He is an ancestor of the Baron Ricasoli
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GEREMIA 
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On the intuition of Marco Ricasoli

Firidolfi, IGT Ridolfo is born from a

union of Cabernet Sauvignon (50%)

and Pugnitello (50%). Internationality

and tradition are perfectly integrated

while offering a new key by which to

interpret the splendid terroir of Monti

in Chianti.

The Cabernet Sauvignon expresses its

role at its best, made of refined fruit

notes (blackberry, dried plum) and a

well-integrated botanical component

(eucalyptus). To these accompany the

wilder fruit notes (sour cherries) of

Pugnitello, and then the spicy notes in

perfect balance (pepper, licorice) and

light balsam.

A wine of great impression and very

complex, with nice acidity.

Wine of character and a strong

personality…hard to forget! RDM

“The Cabernet, in my opinion, gives it

the silkiness of the tannin and notes

on the nose from intriguing and

complex aromatic herbs. On the other

side, the Pugnitello lends that much

rusticity that renders it less

aristocratic. At the same time, it

makes it more captivating and leaves

you wanting to continue discovering

it.” Attilio Pagli

 

A never-seen-before blend of 50

percent Cabernet Sauvignon and 50

percent Pugnitello. This grape variety,

which is native from Tuscany, was

almost considered to have

disappeared. Due to their low yield,

the grapes have not been popular

among vintners for a long time. Marco

Ricasoli-Firidolfi, owner of Rocca di

Montegrossi, has rediscovered these

small-berried grapes and their unique

taste. Pugno means fist, the result is a

powerful wine. Only 1600 produced in

numbered magnum. 
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RIDOLFO 



2015: A selection made from the San

Marcellino vineyard which includes a

plot of 50-year-old vines. The soil here

is extremely rocky, composed mainly

of alberese - a hard marl rich in

calcium carbonate which tends to

give deeply coloured wines. There is a

lot to love in this wine. Enticing red

and black currants are demurely

nuanced with toast and spice. Ample

and mouth filling without being heavy,

the palate is abundantly layered with

velvety textured tannins. Purity of fruit

is preserved throughout and this

finishes with mouth-watering salinity.

96 POINTS DRINK 2023-2035,

ANTONIO GALLONI 

San Marcellino Gran
Selezione 2014  

The 2014 Chianti Classico Vigneto

San Marcellino is dark, sumptuous

and super-expressive. Like all of the

wines here, the 2014 San Marcellino

needs at least a few years in bottle to

truly show everything it has, but there

is more than enough here to provide

for engaging drinking for many years

to come. Time in the glass brings out

gorgeous scents of black cherry,

plum, menthol, licorice and smoke.

The 2014 is a striking, complete wine.

94 POINTS 2021-2039, VINOUS

San Marcellino Gran
Selezione 2015 

BACK VINTAGES, SCORES &

DRINKING WINDOWS:

1999: 93 PTS, FULLY MATURE

2001: 94 PTS, FULLY MATURE

2003: 89 PTS, FULLY MATURE 

2006: 93 PTS, NOW - 2026

2007: 95 PTS, NOW - 2032

2008: 94 PTS, NOW - 2034

2009: 95 PTS, NOW - 2030

2010: 96 PTS, NOW - 2035

2011: 95 PTS, NOW - 2032
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RDM is in the old village of  Giaole

(famous for more full bodied wines) in

Chianti Classico and is named after a

7th Century castle. The Ricasoli's, the

family behind this wine, have lineage

that dates back to the creation and

original  recipe  for Chianti Classico.

Marco Ricasoli, descendent and

current winemaker at Rocca is one of

Italy's leading wine makers. Thoughtful

and softly spoken, he quietly seeks

and achieves excellence every year

no matter what the vintage throws.

San Marcellino is the site of the

original Chianti Recipe. There is a

wonderful freshness and elegance

imbued to the wines, even though

they pack one hell of a punch. With at

least two years in oak and two years

in bottle before release, they see

more maturation even than Brunello.

There is a dollop of Pugnitello added

to the blend, a super-rare indigenous

variety nearly exclusive to the

vineyard. These are jaw-droppers, the

equal of any top cuvee in the region.

“The main takeaway from this tasting

was how well the wines age. In a

global context, Chianti Classico

remains a largely undiscovered region.

Despite a relatively short track record,

Rocca di Montegrossi is one of its

brightest stars” ANTONIO GALLONI,

1995-2013 San Marcellino Vertical

Tasting.

Many people mistakenly still associate

Chianti Classico with being a light

and characterless wine that came in

the traditional wicker basket. This

wicker basket by the way is called a

fiasco in Italian - an apt description

of the juice contained therein. Going

even further back, they used to seal

the wine with olive oil rather than

cork. 

More recently though, Chianti was

such a volatile proposition because of

its appellation laws, the most

ludicrous stipulating that a certain

amount of white grapes must be used

in the blend. (These archaic and

inappropriate laws were partly what

fuelled the Super Tuscan movement -

but that is for another day). 

Eventually, responding to pressure

from ever-increasingly exasperated

producers, the consorzio put in place

new production laws to guarantee

quality for the consumer. Chianti

Classico has also implemented

'zonation' and now the terroir-led

characteristics for the various villages

have come to the fore, moving CC

away from the old Rioja-style

homogeneous production, toward a

more nuanced Burgundian vineyard-

based system. 

Rocca di Montegrossi:
Chianti Origin Producer
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Chianti Classico is one of the last

bastions of value in the world of fine

wine. The regulations and

improvement that have been

implemented this century have

represented a quantum leap forward.

Like all fine wines, site and terroir is

very important. There are 9 villages

within the Classico zone that have

their own character (e.g. DRM is

Gaiole - making heavier, richer

wines).. Chianti (no classico) is made

according to less strict regulations

and outside these 6 villages.

The classification is easy. Standard

Classico requires 12 months oak age,

Riserva requires 24 and Gran

Seleziones requires 30 months of

aging, estate grown fruit and is

subject to approval by a tasting panel

(what could possibly go wrong there

in Italy?). This tier debuted in 2010 and

has been controversial, but is starting

to find its way now.

Barolo is a headline grabber in Italian

wine. Perhaps Chianti Classico's good

value comes from the fact that

Brunello vies with Barolo for Italy's

most celebrated expression and

Chianti Classico plays Sangiovese's

second fiddle. Whatever the reason,

nothing lasts forever. Enjoy the

opportunity to buy fine, terroir-led

wines while you can.

Chianti is the region within Tuscany.

Classico refers to the original, ancient

area upon where production centred.

Ever notice the black cockeral of the

bottle? Well! Florence and Siena were

fueding over boundaries. They agreed

to decide by each sending out a

horseman at the crack of dawn,

wherever they met would be the

territorial boundary. To wake their

horseman, the Sienans used a fat white

cockeral. The Florentines on the other

hand, starved a black rooster and used

it. It was so hunger, it woke early and

Florence got the lions share of the

territory.

Chianti Classico must be a minimum

80% Sangiovese, the most contain

more than that and many are 100%

Sangiovese is marked by it's drying,

dusty tannins, making it an excellent

food wine, as these tannin seem to

clear up the palate. High acid and

tannins make it great for aging and

their is a huge spectrum of tastes and

flavours, but as mentioned already, it is

NOT the insipid drink of yesteryear.

Brunello is the famous 100% expression

of Sangiovese produced in the town of

Montalcino. The wine sees a minimum

of 4 years of aging before release and

Brunelli are some of the most sought

after and expensive wines in the world.

Chianti Classico Explainer
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